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Discovering patterns off connected
D
d industriess can be difficult
giiven the nu
umber of co
ompanies in
n an economy and the
e data
avvailable forr analysis. Yet undersstanding th
he business patterns
th
hat drive wealth
w
in a region is crritical to de
esigning efffective
developmen
nt initiative
es.
This report uses
T
u
industtry trend,
co
oncentratio
on, and ind
dividual firm
m data
to
o summarizze two impo
ortant pattterns in
a region’s ecconomic co
ore:
•

Spot Stre
engths of large sectorr
employm
ment, typica
ally in one or two
firms, an
nd

•

Core Clu
usters of em
mployment across
a mix of similar or linked
l
indu
ustries.

Recognizing spot strengths and co
R
ore
cluster patte
erns is important as these
co
ollectively large emplloyers attra
act
new income
e to a region
n. Knowing
g these
ndustries, and
a the sha
ared supplyy-chain
in
and labor isssues these companies have,
ca
an aid econ
nomic and workforce
w
developers in
i the craftting of policcies for
th
he broadest impact.
Pattern analysis highlig
ghts the strrengths and
d linkages of
o area indu
ustries and can serve as a
sttarting poin
nt for unde
erstanding a regional economy.
e
People fam
miliar with company
c
operations know
k
that no
n two firm
ms have the
e same business modell. Pattern information should
ultimately be
b enhanced by individ
duals with local business knowle
edge.
ee the NOT
TES section
n for more details
d
on industry
i
pattern analyysis and the
e methods used in
Se
th
his report.
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St. Louis Region
What comes after “Pattern Recognition?”
Economic and workforce developers have been speaking the “cluster” language for a long
time. However, just knowing that a spot strength or core cluster pattern exists is only one
step in the process. Here are some additional things to consider:
Group Think
While large, individual businesses will always be important and drive some policy actions,
decision-makers can use pattern knowledge to focus efforts on the common problems that
related businesses have. This approach makes the best use of limited resources by providing
the biggest impact to the most companies.
Customize Help
One size does not fit all when it comes to supporting an industry pattern. Assisting a business
cluster may involve specific projects like expanding utilities or broader actions such as
helping attract additional knowledge workers. Whatever the needs, the pattern approach can
help prioritize actions.
Work on Workforce
Many business location or expansion decisions revolve around issues of available labor.
Workforce training geared toward supporting clusters can be very valuable as many of the
firms hire workers with similar skill sets. Likewise, talented workers want to locate where
clusters of similar businesses offer better odds at finding employment.
Career centers, community colleges, and universities can customize training programs to
meet the need of cluster industries for specialized workers.
Spread the Word
Economic and workforce developers can tell the story of how a region’s industries and
institutions create clusters of opportunity for existing companies, workers, and new
investment. Examples such as the Animal Health Corridor (Missouri-Kansas) and the Plant and
Medical Sciences Cluster (St. Louis) are excellent branding campaigns that highlight the
combined strengths of businesses, universities, incubators, and workforce to form clusters of
growth.
Plan for the Future
The current recession reminds everyone that major structural changes in the economy will
occur from time to time. Missouri’s automotive industry is undergoing that change right now.
Developers that understand a region’s pattern of industries will be better positioned to
promote new opportunities of growth that fit well with an economy’s existing and
transforming strengths.
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St. Louis Region
INDUSTRY OVERVIEW
The Saint Louis region is the most populated area of the state with 2,149,777 residents, just
over 36 percent of state’s population. In 2008 regional employment stood at 1,082,997, with
the Health Care, Retail, and Manufacturing sectors employing one out of every three workers.
While the majority of workers lived in Missouri, almost 8 percent lived outside the state.*
Historically a region strong in automotive manufacturing, St. Louis is undergoing an economic
restructuring due to the recession which will alter the industry mix as the area rebounds.
Luckily the economy is based on a variety of diverse, strong activities that will benefit the
region well into the future.

St. Louis Region Industry Employment 2008
NAICS
11
21
22
23
31-33
42
44-45
48-49
51
52
53
54
55
56
61
62
71
72
81
92

Industry
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing, and Hunting
Mining
Utilities
Construction
Manufacturing
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Transportation and Warehousing
Information
Finance and Insurance
Real Estate and Rental and Leasing
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Management of Companies and Enterprises
Administrative and Support Services
Educational Services
Health Care and Social Assistance
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Accommodation and Food Services
Other Services
Public Administration
TOTAL

Annual
Average
Emp.
1,350
924
5,845
63,999
109,358
50,494
115,094
41,748
30,669
52,360
17,134
65,061
41,596
63,645
88,639
144,161
25,902
94,174
37,740
33,109
1,082,997

Percent
Total
Emp.
0.1%
0.1%
0.5%
5.9%
10.1%
4.7%
10.6%
3.9%
2.8%
4.8%
1.6%
6.0%
3.8%
5.9%
8.2%
13.3%
2.4%
8.7%
3.5%
3.1%

Annual
Average
Wage
$41,171
$116,705
$65,405
$52,769
$65,180
$62,439
$25,869
$45,513
$65,621
$64,412
$36,452
$72,168
$119,285
$30,494
$43,190
$39,942
$34,065
$14,791
$27,271
$47,861
$47,243

* Local Employment Dynamics, U.S. Census Bureau, 2008.
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St. Louis Region
INDUSTRY PATTERNS
Industry Pattern Type and Location Quotient (LQ)

The story of any metropolitan’s
economy is complex, and St. Louis is no
exception.
While
well-known
companies such as Anheuser-Busch
InBev, Enterprise Rent-a-Car, and
Monsanto garner a great deal of the
headlines, the St. Louis economy has a
mix of business strengths that might be
less understood.

TYPE

As with most large urban centers, St.
Louis is the home to many headquarter
companies and supporting activities
such
as
R/D,
marketing,
and
information
technology.
What
differentiates St. Louis is the unique
mix of manufacturing and science
expertise that has arisen in this
metropolitan area based on a
combination of surrounding resources.

NAICS

INDUSTRY

LQ

Spot

3111

Animal Food Mfg.

3.7

Cluster

3118

Bakery Mfg.

1.4

Cluster

3121

Beverage Mfg.

3.3

Spot

3251

Basic Chemical Mfg.

1.6

Cluster

3254

Medical Chemical Mfg.

1.5

Cluster

3256

Cleaning Chemical Mfg.

2.9

Cluster

3315

Foundries

1.3

Cluster

3333

Comm. Industry Mach. Mfg.

1.9

Spot

3334

HVAC and Refrig. Mach. Mfg.

3.2

Cluster

3335

Metalworking Mach. Mfg.

1.8

Cluster

3339

Other Machinery Mfg.

1.1

Spot

3364

Aerospace Product Mfg.

3.4

Cluster

517

Telecommunications

1.4

Cluster

5182

Data Processing Services

2.4

Cluster

5417

Scientific Research and Dev.

1.4

Cluster

5511

Company Management

2.7

Saint Louis Region Top Location Quotient Patterns
4.5
Avg. Annual U.S. Employment Growth (1.5%)

2007 Location Quotient
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Mach. Mfg
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St. Louis Region
Although the table and bubble chart highlight patterns of industry strength, it is only part of
the story. Through analysis of individual companies within each pattern, overarching clusters
of agricultural science and medical science connect firms across sectors. These clusters do
not fit neatly into individual NAICS sectors, making realistic employment and LQ calculations
difficult, but are important parts of the St. Louis economic story.
The pattern diagram illustrates some of the strong cluster connections in agricultural and
medical science, and other industries. Together these companies employ nearly 12 percent of
the private sector. However, this percentage does not represent all cluster employment due
to additional smaller industry linkages and the supporting work at universities, community
colleges, hospitals, and non-profits that make these clusters feasible.
Pattern Diagram of Core Clusters and Spot Strengths
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St. Louis Region
Agricultural Science Core Cluster
Animal Food Mfg. (NAICS 3111)
Bakeries and Tortilla Mfg. (NAICS 3118)
Beverage Mfg. (NAICS 3121)
Large Subgroup of Firms in:
Basic Chemical Mfg. (NAICS 3251)
Company Management (NAICS 5511)
Science R&D (NAICS 5417)

As a major export center for Midwest crops and locally developed agricultural chemicals and
food products, it is no surprise that St. Louis has an Agricultural Science Core Cluster. Global
companies such as Monsanto, Anheuser-Busch InBev, and Solae are well-known businesses as
are state-of-the-art research facilities such as the Danforth Plant Science Center. Even
though a handful of companies are commonly seen as the industry leaders, the number and
size of private firms in the Agricultural Science cluster is well dispersed in the region.
This cluster contains many highly concentrated industry sectors and is closely tied to the
strong agribusinesses located throughout Missouri and much of the Midwest. Except for
Science R&D, most employment in the private sectors was weak during the last growth
business cycle but long-term prospects do seem bright.
China and other developing markets had help drive up farm commodity prices before the
global recession dampened demand in 2008. As the economies of the world rebound,
however, demand will likely increase as more people in developing countries reach middleclass status. As agriculture and food manufacturing continues to advance scientifically, the
St. Louis core cluster will be well positioned to play a key role.
Medical Science Core Cluster
Medical Chemical Mfg. (NAICS 3254)
Medical Equipment and Supplies Mfg. (NAICS 3391)
Large Subgroup of Firms in:
Company Management (NAICS 5511)
Science R&D (NAICS 5417)

The Medical Science Core Cluster is a diverse grouping of individual firms and organizations
that provide medical manufactured products, management services, and advanced scientific
research to clients throughout the world. Firms such as Express Scripts, Forest
Pharmaceuticals, and Pfizer are well known companies in this cluster.
Pharmaceutical and medical equipment manufacturing make up the goods-producing sectors
of this cluster and are growing modestly in employment. On the services side, private
6

St. Lou
uis Regio
on
medical man
m
nagement and
a researcch companiies, bolsterred by the health
h
science conduccted at
m
major
unive
ersities and hospitals, provide a strong
s
base
e of knowle
edge for this core clustter.
As demand for
A
f general healthcare
e services increase in the U.S. an
nd abroad, due to aging baby
boomer populations an
nd rising glo
obal standa
ards of livin
ng, so will the
t demand
d for mediccal
upplies and
d high-end services,
s
bo
oth of whicch St. Louiss has streng
gths in.
su
In
ndustrial Machinery
M
Manufactur
M
ring Core Cluster
C
Fo
oundries (NAIICS 3315)
Co
ommercial an
nd Service Ind
dustry Machin
nery Mfg. (NA
AICS 3333)
HVAC and Com
mmercial Refrrigeration Equ
uipment Mfg. (NAICS 3334
4)
M
Metalworking
Machinery Mffg. (NAICS 33
335)
Other Generall Purpose Macchinery Mfg. (NAICS 3339)

In
n St. Louis this core cluster
c
crea
ates machin
nery primarily
used as an input or as
a equipme
ent in the production of
een
other manufactured goods.
Machinery has be
M
Missouri’s
th
hird largesst export for
f well ovver a decad
de,
behind only transporta
ation equipm
ment and chemicals.
c
Siince mostt machine
es are developed for speciific
applicationss, design is
i a key part
p
of th
he production
process in this
t
clusterr. The skilled workerrs and dessign
c
adva
anced machinery exisst in St. Lo
ouis
needed to create
and is fortun
nately foun
nd in a dive
erse set of industries.
i
ectly tied to
t automottive
Firms in thiis group arre not dire
h
substa
antially diiminished in
production which has
e past co
ouple yearss. Althou
ugh
employmentt over the
h
remain
ned
employmentt has decllined, this industry has
elatively strong in the
t
St. Lo
ouis region
n due to the
t
re
broader industries these
t
com
mpanies se
erve.
W
With
sttrengths in climate co
ontrol machinery, this core clusster
m
may
also benefit frrom effortts to imp
prove energy
efficiency in
n the U.S. and
a abroad.
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St. Louis Region
Information Services Core Cluster
Telecommunications (NAICS 517)
Data Processing Services (NAICS 5182)
Subgroup of Firms in:
Company Management (NAICS 5511)

St. Louis has a diverse concentration of firms in telecommunications and data processing
industries which offer services to national and international customers. This cluster has been
growing in significance throughout the regional economy.
Telecommunications and data processing services, both of which grew at or above U.S. annual
employment growth from 2003 to 2007, represent important strengths for the St. Louis
economy. Although well-known firms such as AT&T and Charter Communication represent
larger employers in this cluster, many other mid-sized firms specializing in finance,
marketing, and other information technology (IT) services make this a diverse regional
industry.
Continued strength in this cluster is highly desired due to the broader support information
services provide to all industries and the potential for growth of high wage, high knowledge
jobs in the region.
Aerospace Science Spot Strength
Aerospace Product Mfg. (NAICS 3364)
Subgroup of Firms in:
Science R&D (NAICS 5417)

The Aerospace Science industry employs a large and expanding workforce in the St. Louis
region. Firms in this area of strength have grown at a faster rate than all other cluster
industries from 2003 to 2007. Although private companies employee the most workers, recent
public sector activities, such as the expansion of the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency,
have added new high-tech jobs as well.
Aerospace manufacturing and defense research are an important part of the local and state
economy. The continued expansion of these industries into a broader mix of companies and
public sector organizations can hopefully turn this spot strength into a core cluster that would
offer longer-term stability.
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St. Lou
uis Regio
on
IN
NDUSTRY CONTRIBUT
C
TION IMPAC
CT: SCIENTIFIC RESEA
ARCH AND DEVELOPM
D
MENT
Sccientific Re
esearch and
d Developm
ment has thrived in
th
his region and
a particu
ularly in eng
gineering,
biotechnolog
gy, agricultture, and medical
m
scie
ences.
T
This
industryy provides great emplloyment byy some
of the top co
ompanies in the field and provid
des new
products and
d insight fo
or the state
e. Scientifiic
R
Research
an
nd Developm
ment worke
ers are the highest
paid in the region
r
with
h an average yearly wa
age just
ovver $119,00
00.
This industrry has a great
T
g
import to expo
ort ratio
because ma
any of the
e productss and info
ormation
produced go
oes to com
mpanies and
d institutess worldw
wide,
as we
ell as being
g a strong continual
c
so
ource of
new revenue
e for the re
egion.
An addition of 100 emp
A
ployees in scientific
s
re
esearch
and develop
pment creattes a total of 229 jobss paying
$17.1 million in salarie
es and contributing ovver
$19.5 million to the gro
oss state product.

Scientificc Researcch & Deveelopmentt Impact:: Addition
n of 100 employee
e
es
Dire
ect Impact

Indire
ect Impactt

To
otal Impactt

Emplo
oyment

100

128.6

228.6

Labor Income*
I

$
$11.9M

$5.2M

$17.1M

G
Gross
Dome
estic Produ
uct

$
$10.9M

$8.6M

$19.5M

*La
abor income in
ncludes employyee benefits an
nd proprietors income.
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St. Louis Region
INDUSTRY INTERLINKAGES: SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Scientific Research and Development in the St. Louis region directly employs over 7,000
workers. Backward-linked (supply goods and services to the industry) and forward-linked
(produce value-added goods for consumers) activities display the interrelationship between
various industries that add value to scientific research and development. While the backward
linkages are between the suppliers of services to the industry, forward linkages are between
the industry and the consumers.

Backward Linkages

Forward Linkages

Real Estate and
Building
Services

Export Services

Maintenance
and Repair
Construction
Scientific
Research and
Development
Other
Professional,
Scientific, and
Tech. Services

Other
Inputs

Scientific and
Technical
Consulting

Architectural
and Engineering
Services

Value Added
Manufacturing
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NOTES
Industry Analysis of a Region’s Economic Core
While a business is classified by the primary service or product it creates, another distinction
is the market it serves. Companies that target customers outside a region are considered
export-based, or core, whereas other businesses mainly serve local customers. Grocery
stores, retailers, and doctor’s offices are typical examples of local market firms. The
distinction between export and local market businesses is important when considering long
range economic viability and development.
Export-market industries, by serving customers outside a region, bring new dollars into an
economy and form the economic core of the community. Think of manufacturers and largescale farming. Both industries serve national and global markets and therefore attract new
income into the region that is paid out in wages, interests, rents, and profits. By contrast, a
local market industry largely churns existing dollars within a region. While local services are
absolutely important to a thriving community, seldom can an area’s population maintain a
robust economy by only selling things to each other; it has to export goods and services to
bring in new wealth.
Defining Export-Market Industries
Although some businesses are commonly thought
of as exporters, location quotient (LQ) analysis
provides a more comprehensive approach. This
quotient indicates how concentrated an
industry’s employment is in a certain area as
compared to the U.S. average. If an industry has
an LQ of 2.0 then it is twice as concentrated in
employment as the U.S. average.

Location Quotient

Location quotients can help identify regional industries that may be exporting a substantial
amount of goods and services to outside markets. If an industry is much more concentrated
than the national average, firms are likely creating more products than the local economy can
consume. Industries typically considered as primary exporters include:
Large Agriculture and Forestry Operations
Mining
Manufacturing
Management Headquarters
Tourism*
*High retail/restaurant LQ associated with destination spots.
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The list of primary exporters should be supplemented with LQ analysis to determine other
industries that may be generating a large amount of income from outside a region. Services
such as information technology, design and engineering, and research are often examples in
metropolitan areas.
Identifying Industry Patterns
The industries with the highest LQ and combined employment were analyzed in the context of
the region’s economy and knowledge of individual firms to determine if an industry pattern
existed. Employment from 2003-2007 was analyzed to coincide with Missouri’s growth period
during the last business cycle and to control for more recent recessionary effects. However,
first quarter 2009 employment and business closures were reviewed to see if a pattern had
greatly diminished due to major structural changes after the period of primary analysis.
Spot Strengths were identified as high LQ and employment sectors where 3 or fewer
companies employed over 80 percent of the industry’s workforce. Spot firm employment or
wage information cannot be disclosed due to confidentiality restrictions in the QCEW
program. However, this report does try to identify those firm’s connections to larger clusters
where applicable.
Spot firms employ a large percentage of workers and attract supply chain industries. These
businesses are so prominent in a local economy, think of “factory towns,” that the firms can
overshadow other regional industries. If a Spot business moves out of an area then the
industry concentration (LQ) leaves with it, thereby introducing a vulnerability to the region’s
economy.
Core Cluster patterns takes into account the number of businesses and employment within
the region that make up an industry concentration. Cluster businesses are more diversified in
firm count. Three or less firms do not account for over 80 percent of industry employment.
Core clusters benefit from the transfer of knowledge and a shared, skilled workforce that
close proximity brings. Supply chains develop to serve these companies and competition
keeps prices down. Experienced industry entrepreneurs periodically dream up better
products, spin-off new local firms, and grow the economic core of a community.
While all companies are influenced by larger economic trends, having a number of similar
businesses in an area helps diversify the risk and rewards as each company focuses on
specialized products. These core cluster businesses collectively benefit from supporting
services and workforce training that is tailored to common industry needs.
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